Use of information previously covered by the Crown copyright waiver

Crown copyright information previously available for re-use under waiver conditions can be re-used under the terms of the Open Government Licence.

Information covered by waiver conditions included:

- Primary and secondary legislation
- Explanatory Notes to legislation
- Government press notices
- Published papers of a scientific, technical or medical nature
- Unpublished public records
- Government forms
- Government consultative documents
- Government documents featured on official departmental websites except where expressly indicated on the website in question
- Headline statistics
- Text of ministerial speeches and articles
- Typographical arrangement

The Open Government Licence was introduced in 2010 as a simpler set of terms and conditions which allows for the re-use of a wide range of information covered by Crown copyright. For further details of the information that is covered, please see What the Open Government Licence covers at: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/government-licensing/what-ogl-covers.htm.